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But so many Indian people nowadays don't relly, understand-the meaning-of
the sanitation program. Some/take interest in it and some don't, it's •
,hard to make them understand what i' m there for,; Governor James and all
other Indian officials have explained fto these people what I'am-there for.
He has tol'd them all that we could have a meeting at any time whenever he
saw. Abe Ned coming, and knowck on your door don't turn him ddwn, bring him '
/in. He has something, good to offer you-in the .way of,sanitation. And
speaking of good, health, you know the"Indian people have a lot"of problems
with that/ oh, what I mights say, of being sick. But more seriously speaking,
9

" I do believe we have more ailments to be,cured in most of them that need to
be cured by a clinic and hospitals weLhave nowdays. With each of us assuming the role of medicine man and recognizing the ailment with our race and
with *which we can treat ^we are sick physical. We have ailment 'asused by the
\ . » lack of opportunity, the education and leadership and employment'. Daily, I
meet and talk with individuals who publicly profess an interest with Indians.
Usually this -interest stems from being an Indian, and those making a pro-"
fessiok of beting wbJ.te. They .are the every local'attested to the mistreatV ment of the Indian race, so' they §ay, everywhere I go. That question comes
up about how the.white people have treated the Indians. Sometimes it's hard
to make the Indian people—the full blood understand the condition that we
are in at the present time. ' There are some-that gets mad and fly of f the
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handle. Still I have, to stay with them in order to get—to try to explain
everything to them,, so they won't feel,-so.they wdn't^have any hard feelings
. toward the White people. ^Of course, I have a lot of difficulties to make ,
them understand, usually, this interest stems from me being an Indian and
those making a profession being white.

In the next breath, they 'have reached

a conclusion to educate the Indian into the white man's world and all his
would be solved.

Of course, all of these things', have been solved

